
WHAT  WE  DO  IN
THE  SHADOWS...
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Match the words

to the pictures:

 

a. throw up

b. smack your lips

c. chew

d. fart

e. burp / belch

f. slurp

g. blow your nose

h. scratch your bottom
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Which of the activies from the previous slide annoy you the most when

done in public?

 

What do you do when you see people doing these things?

 

Which ones would you be most ashamed of? :-)
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6 STRANGE
TABLE MANNERS

AROUND THE
WORLD
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Read about strange table manners around the world and

compare them to the manners you have in your country. 

 

Do you find these manners shocking?

 

Would you be able to change your dining habits when being abroad

so as to fit in with the locals?

 

Have you ever experienced any unusual table manners?
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India
 

1. Burping isn’t considered rude at all. If you burp after a meal, it

signifies your enjoyment of the food, and is a compliment to the chef.
 

2. Using your left hand anywhere near food is taboo. After all, the left

hand is reserved for wiping your posterior.
 
(Any idea what "your posterior" might be       )

 
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/table-manners-cultural-guide

Korea
 

In Korea, blowing your nose is rude, and blowing your nose at the table

is perhaps the most disgusting thing ever.
 
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/table-manners-cultural-guide
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Japan
 

In Japan, slurping noodles is perfectly fine. It’s an indication that the

food is good. You’ll probably look weirder if you don't slurp your

noodles. But be careful in Thailand and in parts of China where it’s
accepted to slurp but not really encouraged.
 

https://www.annieandre.com/world-table-manners-etiquette/

Ethiopia
 

In Ethiopia, feeding each other with your hands is a  gesture of

hospitality. The tradition, called gursha, is intended to build trust and

social bonds between those sharing the food.
 
https://www.readersdigest.ca/travel/world/rude-manners-polite-countries/
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Middle East
 

In the Middle East, if you drop bread on the ground, you should pick it

up, kiss it, and raise it to your forehead before putting it back on your

plate. This shows respect for your food and the work that went into

making it.
 
https://www.readersdigest.ca/travel/world/rude-manners-polite-countries/

Medieval France
 

It's been said that in medieval France, diners would swear at a chicken

before it was carved. It's anyone's guess as to why this was the norm.
Perhaps doing so brought good luck?
 
https://www.readersdigest.ca/travel/world/rude-manners-polite-countries/
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Wanna hear a poop joke?
Nah, they always ____________________.
 
What do women and toilet paper have in common?
They both deal with a lot of ____________________.
 
Why did Tigger stick his head in the toilet?
To look for ____________________!
 
How do you say “____________________” in German?
Farfrompoopin.
 
Why does Piglet always smell bad?
Because he plays with ____________________.
 
Why is the toilet a good place for a nap?
It’s in the ____________________ room.
 
https://www.scarymommy.com/poop-jokes/

 

Complete the jokes below with the words from the box:

fart            stink            Pooh (x2)                rest             crap
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hangover

constipation

diarrhoea

Take a look at health problems below. Use the

words from today's class to describe their

symptoms. You might need to use a dictionary.

hangover

flatulence

rash
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BODILY
FLUIDS

Where can you find these bodily fluids?

saliva

blood

semen

urine

sweat

tears

mucus

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a. veins

b. nose

c. bladder

d. eyes

e. skin

f. mouth

g. male sex organs
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We were in floods of __________ at the end of the film.

Don't criticize her - she's your own flesh and __________.

He tends to get in a __________ about flying.

Complete the sentences below with appropriate words. The pictures will help you. 

How do you understand the idioms? 

 

 

Now write sentences that are true about you or someone you know using these idioms.

Find more idioms with the words from today's class in an online dictionary.
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